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ACRONYMS 

Name Description 

AEP Aggregate Extraction Plan 

BOOT Build, own, operate, transfer 

BMP Building Materials Permit 

C-ESMP Construction ESMP Framework 

DC Development Consent 

EA Environmental Assessment 

ECD Environment and Conservation Division 

EDCF Economic Development Cooperation Fund 

EHS Environmental, Health, and Safety 

EPC Engineering, Procurement and Construction 

ESIA Environmental and Social Impact Assessment 

ESMP Environmental and Social Management Plan 

ESS Environmental and social safeguards 

GIIP Good International Industry Practice 

HEC Hyundai Engineering Co. Ltd. 

HSE Health, Safety and Environmental 

HSSE Health, Safety, Security and Environmental 

IFC International Finance Corporation 

IA Implementation Agreement 

K-water Korea Water Resources Corporation 

masl Meters above sea level 

MECDM Ministry of Environment, Climate Change, Disaster Management and 

Meteorological Services 

MMERE Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural Electrification 

MP Management Plan 

MW Mega Watt 

PC Project Company 

PER Public Environment Report 

PO Project Office 

PPA Power Purchase Agreement 

QMP Quarry Management Plan 

RCC Roller-compacted concrete 

SEP Site Environmental Plan 

SIEA Solomon Islands Electricity Authority 

SIG Solomon Islands Government 

SSS Solomon Sheet Steel Limited 

THL Tina Hydropower Limited 

TRHDP Tina River Hydropower Development Project 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Tina River Hydropower Development Project (TRHDP or “Project”) is a hydropower 
development located in Central Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands, managed by a 
dedicated Project Office (PO) under the national Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural 
Electrification (MMERE). 

Tina Hydropower Limited (THL) was established by Korea Water Resources 
Corporation (K-water) and Hyundai Engineering Corporation Limited (HEC). THL will 
Build, Own, Operate and Transfer (BOOT) the Project under an Implementation 
Agreement (IA) and a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with the Solomon Islands 
Government (SIG) and Solomon Islands Electricity Authority, respectively. The BOOT 
concession is expected to last for a 30-year period, following commissioning. 

HEC will be responsible for the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) of 
the Project, while THL will be responsible for the Operation and Maintenance contract. 
THL will sell electricity to the Solomon Islands Electricity Authority (SIEA) trading as 
Solomon Power, the state-owned power utility, for the duration of the concession. At 
the end of the concession, the hydropower infrastructure will be transferred to the SIG 
or SIEA. 

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this Quarry Management Plan (QMP) is to set out HEC’s strategic 
approach to manage and mitigate the impacts associated with the extraction of 
aggregates required for construction of the Project, as identified in Chapter 9 and 
Chapter 13 of the Project’s Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA). 

Gravel and aggregates are required not only for the ultimate construction of the Dam 
and its associated structures but also the access road. This QMP focusses on the overall 
strategy to be adopted for the sustainable extraction of the gravel and aggregates for 
the overall project. 

In the short-term and for the purpose of the construction of the temporary access 
road, HEC plans to purchase aggregates from a local supplier, Solomon Sheet Steel, 
and by winning material during blasting and major excavations along the road 
alignment corridor. 

This QMP identifies the risks associated with both the immediate and ultimate 
extraction needs and provides mitigation strategies to be adopted by HEC to ensure 
that the risk is minimised to acceptable levels. HEC will be responsible to maintain this 
plan so that it is updated and aligned with the most recent construction design and 
delivery schedule. 

It should be noted that the information in this QMP is based on relevant regulations, 
guidelines, standards and Good International Industry Practice measures at the time 
of writing of the ESIA Study, dated August 2017 and the Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS), dated July 2019. Moreover, it has also been updated according to 
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relevant regulations at the time of the update of this QMP, in November 2020. Should 
the Project activities change, or new regulations, guidelines or standards apply, HEC 
will review and amend this QMP accordingly. 

1.2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The Project consists of a 53-meter-high Roller Compacted Concrete (RCC) dam (from 
riverbed to dam crest) in the central area of Malango Ward of Central Guadalcanal, 
located 20 km southeast of Honiara, at an elevation of approximately 122 meters 
above sea level (masl) and roughly 30 river km from the sea. It also incorporates a 3.3 
km tunnel to a powerhouse and a tailrace at elevation 73 masl, centreline elevation, 
according to Technical Proposal. The reservoir formed by the dam will extend 
upstream approximately 2.6 km and will have a surface area of about 0.31 km2 at an 
elevation of 175 masl. The powerhouse will be located 5.4 km downstream from the 
dam on the left bank of the Tina River, and water will be diverted to the powerhouse 
from the reservoir through the underground tunnel. Initially, the powerhouse will have 
3 turbine/generator units, each with a capacity of 5 MW, allowing a maximum 
discharge of about 18 m3/s and a minimum discharge of 2.4 m3/s. An environmental 
flow of 1 m3/s will be maintained between the dam and the powerhouse tailrace, a 
distance of 5.7 km. 

HEC will initially source aggregate to construct a temporary surface for the Access 
Road, into the DIA, from an existing local operation, and by winning material from 
excavations along Lot 1 (including blasting for road cuttings, etc). For the ultimate 
construction of permanent road surfaces and the dam, HEC currently plans to extract 
construction materials from Quarries 1 and 2 (Figure 1-1). Quarries 1 & 2 are within 
the TRHDP core land and were identified in the ESIA 2019.  

This QMP is a dynamic document and will be updated at key decision points as 
indicated in Table 1-1, and at any further significant changes to Project scope or 
schedule as required. All updates will be completed by HEC, reviewed by THL and the 
OE, and submitted to the PO and Lenders for comment and approval.  
 

Table 1-1  Indicative schedule - planned updates to this QMP 

Update Trigger Inputs required Estimated timing 

1 Once the 

strategy to 

procure 

material for the 

temporary 

access road 

(described in 

The SSS operation was inspected by 

the OE Site Engineer on 7 November 

2020. The inspection highlighted some 

issues requiring attention; these are 

detailed in Annex B (and required 

mitigation measures reflected in Table 

3-2. 

Finalise prior to 

start of temporary 

Access Road 

construction, 

estimated end 

November 2020. 
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Update Trigger Inputs required Estimated timing 

Section 1.3 of 

this plan) is 

finalised. 

All permits and related agreements 

(including any land and purchase 

agreements) held by SSS will obtained 

by HEC, and verified by THL (with 

review input from the OE). SSS must 

hold all required permits in order to 

proceed with the arrangement. 

Documentation will be attached to 

Annex B. 

AEP for the planned activity 

(temporary road surface aggregate 

only) is complete, incorporating above 

information.  

2 Update with 

AEP for 

extraction of 

materials to 

construct main 

dam and plant 

(e.g. RCC 

construction, 

powerstation) 

Detailed design for main dam structure 

is complete (estimated completion in 

early 2021). 

Finalise prior to 

start of main dam 

and plant 

construction (mid-

2021) AEP for the planned activity (main dam 

and plant construction) is complete. 

This will include all information 

required by MID SPM, describing the 

activities at Sources 1 & 2 (quarries 

above the dam). 

Any new sources not already described 

in the ESIA (2019) will require, at 

minimum: 

• Feasibility study 

• Permitting assessment in 

consultation with MECDM, MID 

(to determine any additional 

permits required) 

• Community consultation 

• Site-specific AEP 

3 Update with 

AEP for 

extraction of 

materials to 

complete 

AEP for the planned activity 

(permanent road surface completion) 

is complete. This will include all 

information required by MID SPM, 

describing the activities at Sources 1 & 

Finalise prior to 

start of permanent 

Access Road 

surface 

construction 
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Update Trigger Inputs required Estimated timing 

permanent road 

surface  

2 (quarries above the dam) or any 

other source identified within the DIA.  

Any new sources not already described 

in the ESIA (2019) will require, at 

minimum: 

• Feasibility study 

• Permitting assessment in 

consultation with MECDM, MID 

(to determine any additional 

permits required) 

• Community consultation 

• Site-specific AEP 

(October 2021, at 

earliest) 
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Figure 1-1  Detail view of DIA with Quarry and disposal areas (numbered)
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Figure 1-2  Overview of DIA with SSS location, and proposed stockpile areas
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1.3 PLANNED GRAVEL AND AGGREGATE EXTRACTION – ACCESS ROAD 

The construction of the Access Road will occur in two stages: 

• Construction of a temporary road surface 

• Establishment of permanent road surface 

HEC will use the services of Solomon Sheet Steel Limited (SSS) to supply 10,000m3 of 
aggregate for temporary surfacing of the access road, and also 14,400 m3 to be used 
for the production of shotcrete and concrete. The latter will be used to construct 
smaller concrete structures in the initial stages of the Access Road, such as culverts. 
The location of Solomon Sheet Steel’s current operation at Lungga is shown on Figure 
1-2 above (indicated as ‘SSS’). 
 
The 10,000m3 will enable the establishment of up to 10 km of all-weather temporary 
site access, into the Direct Impact Area (DIA) of the Project. This surfacing is 
temporary and would eventually be filled over by embankment fill and/or a final 
pavement (permanent surface) construction . Construction of permanent road 
surfaces will not begin until late 2021 at the earliest, and will be staged. It is 
acknowledged that SSS does not have the capacity to produce the entire volume of 
road gravel (nor produce road gravel at a pace commensurate with the planned 
construction schedule), but they can manufacture all the aggregate required for the 
access road concrete works. HEC is looking to utilise a mobile crusher already used at 
the SSS facility (for road gravel only – no washing capacity) to increase the rate of 
aggregate processing, so that the needs for temporary road construction can be met. 
If it becomes necessary, HEC can also import a second mobile crusher . 
 
Once inside the DIA, HEC intends to win material from sites where blasting will 
already be occurring (e.g. for road cuttings). There is a significant amount of blasting 
to be completed for access road construction. HEC recognise that the rock in Lots 1 
and 2 is predominantly sandstone and may not meet the project specification for the 
running course, basecourse and sub-base material. Further research needs to be 
undertaken to assess suitability of the material for gaining access to the dam site, 
even if the sandstone was only used as a temporary pavement until better quality 
material is located. The current plan under discussion for the cutting in a temporary 
access road to the core area to access better materials (at the dam site) involves: 

• Investigating bringing in a mobile crushing plant (additional to the one 
already operated by SSS). 

• Purchasing initial material from SSS to build the first section of road (in Lot 
1). 

• Winning material through blasting the temporary access road in Lots 2 and 3 
and crushing this. 

• Opening up a quarry within the core land (preference is to open either of 
Quarries 1 and 2 at the dam site). 
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• Using this quarry material to building the road (and at the same time opening 
up the quarry for RCC construction if material is suitable) 

 
This plan is further detailed in Annex B.  

In addition, if sufficient material cannot be won through blasting, HEC may consider 
potential rock quarry sites for road construction which are situated close to the new 
road alignment (and within the core area boundary). Only sites which have been 
previously disturbed will be considered, rather than any sites with undisturbed primary 
forest/potential critical habitat areas. These sites will be limited to areas within the 
spatial limits of the UXO survey completed in August 2020.  

Two potential temporary stockpile locations have been identified along the Lot 1 

Access Road, where aggregate could be stockpiled during temporary road surface 

construction (shown in Figure 1-2 above). These stockpiles shall be established 

according to the Spoil and Topsoil Management Plan (STMP; C9). It will be located on 

a flat area at least 15 m away from the access road right-of-way. Drainage, silt fence 

and sediment ponds will be constructed around the stockpiles to reduce erosion and 

sediment runoff.  

HEC has estimated the volume of aggregate, sand and any other extractive materials 
required for project construction, and the proposed sources of different types and 
volumes of material estimated to be available. These details are contained in the AEP 
for the temporary Access Road aggregate extraction, in Annex B.  

1.4 APPLICABLE STANDARDS 

The framework of the QMP has been developed with due regard to relevant legal 
requirements, National Standards, International Standards. The framework includes 
laws and requirements to which all relevant parties must adhere from the 
commencement of the Project through the completion of the rehabilitation works and 
decommissioning activities. 

Should new regulations, guidelines or standards apply; HEC will review and amend the 
QMP accordingly. 

The references, documents and applicable standard related to extraction activities 
during construction are noted in the following sections. 

National Laws and Regulations 

The following legislative texts apply to Quarry Management. 

• Solomon Islands Environment Act 1998 and Environment Regulation 2008; 

• Solomon Islands Environmental Health Act 1980 and Environmental Health 
(Public Health Act 1970) Regulations; 

• Solomon Islands Explosive Act 1968;  
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• Solomon Islands Labour Act 1996; 

• Solomon Islands Mines and Minerals Act. 1990; 

• Solomon Islands Provincial Government Act 1997; 

• Solomon Islands Public Health Ordinance 1970; and 

• Solomon Islands Safety at Work Act 1982. 

 

International policies, standards, and Standards 

• World Bank Environmental and Social Performance Standard (PS) 1: Assessment 
and Management of Environmental and Social Risks and Impacts; 

• World Bank Group General Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) Guidelines: 
Construction and Decommissioning (April 2007); 

• World Bank Group General Environmental, Health, and Safety (EHS) Guidelines 
(1.3): Wastewater and Ambient Water Quality; 

• World Bank Environmental and Social Performance Standard 2: Labor and 
working conditions, 1 January 2012; 

• World Bank Environmental and Social Performance Standard 4: Community 
Health, Safety and Security, 1 January 2012; 

• World Bank Environmental and Social Performance Standard 6: Biodiversity 
Conservation and Sustainable Management of Living Natural Resources; 

• The World Bank Environmental and Social Framework, World Bank, 2016;  

• Economic Development Cooperation Fund (EDCF) Safeguard Policy (2016);  

• International Finance Corporation (IFC) Performance Standards (2012); and 

• Ministry of Infrastructure Development (MID) Safeguards Procedures Manual 
(SPM) 

HEC policies and procedures 

• HEC-AH-H04-H02, HSE Management of Subcontractors;  

• HEC-AH-H04-H09, HSE Monitoring and Measurement Procedure; and 

• HEC-AH-H04-H13, HSE Audit Procedure. 

1.4.1 PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS 

The permits or licences required to extract gravel for use in roading construction in the 
Solomon Islands (for any new operation) are listed in in Table 1-2. Any existing 
operations where HEC will partner with / sign an agreement to use existing resources 
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and facilities must also hold these permits. All permits once received will be attached 
to relevant Aggregate Extraction Plans in Annexure B. The conditions set out in all 
permits and/or licences need to be adhered to by HEC and the appointed 
subcontractors.  

Any extractive activity undertaken as part of the Project will be subject to the 

requirements of the Safeguards Procedure Manual developed by the Solomon Islands 

Ministry of Infrastructure Development (the MID SPM) in partnership with the ADB. 

The SPM was developed to manage the environmental and social impacts and risks 

which could arise in relation to priority activities under the Solomon Islands National 

Transport Plan (NTP). In particular, Annex 6 to the SPM (Sourcing of Road Construction 

Materials Guidelines) will apply.  

It is noted that any new operation established to extract aggregate materials (e.g. from 

a location not previously used for extraction by any entity) could be considered a Tier 

3 activity (new works) according to the MID SPM guidance on aggregate extraction. As 

such, this new activity may be subject to the safeguards procedures for a Tier 3 activity 

outlined in those guidelines. This would include a formal Environmental Assessment 

(EA) process, requiring: 

• Feasibility study, including a Final Annual Work Plan 

• Community consultation 

• Preliminary design, screening, and determination of whether a PER is 

required 

• PER submission 

• Public display of PER, and related participatory consultation 

• Post-approval development of consent conditions and further 

community consultation. Issuing of ‘Birth Certificate’ for the new 

operation.  

• Preparation of a specific Construction Environmental Management 

Plan (CEMP) for the new activity (separate to any existing TRHDP 

ESMPs) 

 

The supporting information and processes required to obtain approval will be 

ultimately be confirmed at the discretion of the Ministry for Infrastructure 

Development, MECDM, and MMERE depending on the scope of the proposed 

activity.  
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Table 1-2  Permitting requirements 

No Item Authorized organizations Required Documents 

1 
Development 
Consent (DC) 

Director of the Environment and 
Conservation Division (ECD) at the 
Ministry of Environment, Climate 
Change, Disaster Management and 
Meteorological Services (MECDM). 

1. Development application 
2. Public Environment Report (PER) as per Section 20 of the SI Environment Act 1998, including: 

a. Summary of proposed development (including objectives and any reasonable alternatives) 
b. Description of the environment likely to be affected (and any reasonable alternatives) 
c. Description of actual and/or potential impacts on the environment of the proposed development 

and any reasonable alternatives (including any enhancement to the environment) 
d. Outline reasons for the choice of the prescribed development 
e. Describe and assess the effectiveness of any safeguards or standards intended to be adopted or 

applied for the protection of the environment 
f. State any intended investigations or studies of the possible impact on the environment before the 

prescribed development is implemented 
g. Intended monitoring and reporting of impacts. 

 

2 

Buildings Material 
Permit (BMP) for 
extraction of sand 
and aggregate 

Ministry of Mines, Minerals and Rural 
Electrification (MMERE) 

1. Application as per Mines and Minerals Act 1990 (amended 2008; Section 64), including: 
a. Contact details for applicant 
b. Identify the site where materials will be extracted (plan of area, which shall not exceed 0.5 km2) 
c. Proposed plan for mining materials 
d. Written consent to the issuance of the permit from landowners in the area for which the application is 

made 
e. Other information the Director may require. 
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No Item Authorized organizations Required Documents 

 
Site-specific Aggreg
ate Extraction Plan 
(AEP) 

Ministry of Infrastructure Developm
ent 

1. Updated Environmental Management Plan 
2. AEP provides all information specified in Annex 6 of the MID SPM, including: 

a. Description of the existing environment of the site/source; statement as to the likely total volume of 
material, and for river gravels how quickly the material is re-generated 

b. Impacts of the extraction including description of the volume/quantities, type of material, method of 
extraction, period of extraction, and proposed mitigation and/or rehabilitation measures, and a 
statement as to how the foregoing complies with MID SPM guidelines 

c. Statement of the consultation undertaken in the vicinity of the extraction site, including discussion of 
the resource owners/users as to mitigation and rehabilitation 

d. Summary of any MOU entered into between the contractor, on behalf of MID, and the resource 
owners 

e. Date of application for and approval of development consent and BMP, and a statement of any 
conditions or additional environmental requirements of MECDM and MMERE, if required 

f. In compliance with the EMP, a statement as to how accidental spills, accidents or other emergency 
situations will be handled (including specification of persons responsible and reporting procedures. 

3 
Provincial Business 
License 

Guadalcanal Province 

1. Application for business license, including: 
a. The cooperative society’s certificate of registration 
b. The society’s Tax Identification Number (TIN) 
c. Physical address of cooperative society 
d. Business license fee 
e. And any further information required by the provincial Business Licensing Authority. 

4 
Land and Purchase 
Agreement  

Landowning tribes 
 
Ministry of Lands, Housing and Sur
vey 

1. Forms required by Ministry of Lands, Housing and Survey (e.g. Form CL2 – Agreement for Lease of Customary 
land) 

a. Plan of land to be acquired/used for extraction 
b. Land parcel information (e.g. parcel number) 
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1.5 LINKS WITH OTHER PLANS 

There are several other management plans that are associated with this QMP (Table 

1-3). HEC has a comprehensive set of internal HSE procedures which will be 

implemented on site. For the purpose of the TRHDP, where there is any conflict 

between the mitigation measures and management approaches described in ESMPs, 

the TRHDP ESMP requirements will take precedence over HEC internal procedures. 

Table 1-3  Links to other management plans 

Management Plan Description 

Construction ESMP Framework 

(CESMP; P1) 

Refer to this plan for presentation of organizational 

charts, detailed description of the audit process, 

description of process to amend the management 

plans. 

Biodiversity Management Plan 

(BMP; P2) 

Refer to this plan for mitigation measures to 

minimise impacts on biodiversity. 

Human Resources and Labour 

Management Plan (HRLMP; P4) 

Refer to this plan for the management of human 

resources and labour. 

Grievance Redress Mechanism 

(GRM; P6) 

Refer to this plan for the procedure to follow when 

registering and resolving a grievance 

Waste Management and Point 

Source Pollution Plan 

(WMPSPP; P12) 

Refer to this plan for mitigation measures when 

disposing construction materials and excavated 

aggregates. 

Air Quality Management and 

Dust Control Plan (AQMDCP; 

P15) 

Refer to this plan for mitigation measures to 

minimise emission of dust and noise generation 

during operation of borrow pits. 

UXO Management Plan (UXO 

MP; C2) 

Refer to this plan for the chance find procedure to 

follow if a UXO is found during excavation of 

borrow pits 

Forest Clearance Plan (FCP: C3) Refer to this plan for the mitigation measures to 

apply when clearing a forested area. 
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Management Plan Description 

Post-construction 

Rehabilitation and 

Revegetation Plan (PCRRP; C4) 

Refer to this pan for the procedure to follow when 

closing a borrow pit. 

Spoil and Topsoil 

Management Plan (STMP; C9) 

Refer to this plan for the mitigation measure to 

apply when moving and stocking spoil and topsoil. 

Drainage, Erosion and Sediment 

Control Plan (DESCP; C10) 

Refer to this plan for the erosion control structures 

to use with stockpiles and sedimentation control. 

Drill and Blast Management 

Plan (DBMP; C11) 

Refer to this plan for mitigation measures related 

to drilling and blasting activities. 

Workers Health and Safety Plan 

(WHSP; P8) 

Refer to this plan for mitigation measures related 

to workers health and safety at the Quarry and 

aggregate extraction site 
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2 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Having an appropriate organizational structure in place, with all people having defined 

roles and responsibilities, is essential to ensuring the overall success of this QMP. 

HEC will be the responsible for the implementation and maintenance of this QMP. 

HEC expects to hire subcontractors for the design of civil works, dam works, tunnel 

works and road works. A series of companies have been shortlisted based on their 

reputation and experience. These companies are identified in the EPC Contract, and a 

full list is provided in the HRLMP (P4).  

2.1 SUBCONTRACTOR(S) 

Each subcontractor will be responsible for the execution of the QMP as applicable. HEC 
will use subcontractors that are reputable and legitimate enterprises licensed by 
Ministry of Mines and Energy and other relevant government regulatory agencies. 

Selection of subcontractors will be conducted according to the requirements of the 

EPC Contract, and subcontractor/s should furthermore hold valid licences and be 

certified in the work they have been contracted to do.  

Initially, Solomon Sheet Steel (SSS) will be subcontracted by HEC to supply aggregate 

or temporary access road construction. An initial agreement for supply has been 

confirmed in writing (see Annex B), but the formal contractual process is still underway 

(as of 31 August 2020). 

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

HEC has committed to providing the necessary human resources to ensure that the 
organizational structure can work to implement this QMP and achieve compliance with 
all relevant standards. A description of the key roles and their responsibilities are 
provided in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1: Key Roles and Responsibilities. 

Position Responsibilities 

HEC Project 

Manager 

(Mr Eu Man Moon) 

1. Ensure that adequate resources are established to successfully 

implement this QMP 

2. Ensure that all HEC project managers and subcontractors 
understand and fulfil their NVMP responsibilities 
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Position Responsibilities 

3. Review QMP and revise it, as required  

HEC Construction 

Manager  

(Mr Yoo Jae Bong) 

• Responsible for the implementation and control of the QMP. 

• Ensure that the HEC HQ Design Team integrates E&S mitigation 
measures into the final project design. 

• Participate in site inspections to plan and confirm the detailed 
design of E&S site measures. 

• Review and approve detailed site plans and method statements 
incorporating E&S measures.  

• Ensure that all personnel involved in construction activities, 
including subcontractors and vendors, are adequately trained 
and informed on the requirements of the QMP. 

• Participate in site inspections in the early stages of works at each 
site with the HEC HSE Manager, subcontractors and THL. 

• Review and approve HSE reports. 

• Audit subcontractor performance. 

• Preparation of Pre-Extraction Checklist and construction phase 
record. Approve the locations of riverbed 

 

HEC Design  

Team 

• Quantification of aggregate availability 

• Suggestion of the locations of riverbed 

Subcontractors • Dissemination and implementation of QMP procedures and 

measures. 

• Need to adhere to the conditions set out in all permits and/or 

licences required during extraction procedures.  

• Adhere to the WHSMP.  

• Maintain E&S control measures in good working order, and 
modify these controls as needed. 

• Notify HEC of any E&S incidents and proposed corrective 
actions, and record these in an incident log. 

• Undertake the agreed corrective actions in a timely manner. 

HEC HSE  

Manger (Mr DY Kim) 

• Ensure that all personnel including subcontractors and vendors 
are adequately trained and informed on the requirements of this 
QMP. 

• Lead site inspections with the HEC Construction Manager to plan 
and confirm the detailed design of E&S site measures. 
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Position Responsibilities 

• Prepare detailed site plans integrating E&S measures into final 
design drawings and method statements and submit these to the 
HEC Construction Manager. 

• Lead weekly site inspections with subcontractors and THL during 
construction. 

• Prepare weekly and incident HSE Performance Reports. 

• Audit subcontractor E&S performance. 

HEC E&S Team • Preparation of Site Environmental Plans (SEPs) for extraction sites. 

• Inspection of site to ensure compliance with QMP. 

• Preparation of weekly HSE performance report. 

HEC Emergency 
Supervisor 

• Manage emergency control operations related to extraction 
management. 

HEC Training  
Supervisor (Patrick 
Kekete) 

• Provide appropriate training and assessment to all parties 
regarding extraction management. 

• Encourage safety promotions and employees’  
suggestions to improve safety performance and  
practice. 

HEC Administration 
Manager &  
Team 

• Managing of grievance mechanisms regarding air quality and dust 
levels 

Owners Engineer 
(OE) – Stantec New 
Zealand 

• Review QMP for compliance with the E&S Standards and GIIP 

• Monitor and audit project delivery and HEC activities in accordance 
with the detailed project design, method statements, QMP, 
related MPs, and detailed site plans. 

• OE Site Engineer (Vilive Anise and/or William Waddell) will 
undertake regular site supervision and report any E&S non-
compliances to the HEC HSE Manager, THL E&S Manager and OE 
Environmental & Social Safeguards (ESS) Lead (Jessica Grinter – Off 
Shore).  

• Audit HEC performance with respect to the requirements of the 
EPC Contract, and health, safety, environmental and social 
obligations (including but not limited to the E&S Standards, and 
Schedule 7 of the EPC Contract). Auditing will include a site visit 
conducted every six months from commencement of construction, 
for the duration of the construction phase, by the OE ESS Lead at 
minimum.  

THL E&S Manager 
 
(Samuela 
Tawakedrau) 

• Review DBMP compliance with the E&S Standards and GIIP. 

• Participate in daily site inspections in the early stages of works at 
each site with HEC and subcontractors. 
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Position Responsibilities 

• Participate in weekly site inspections with HEC and subcontractors 
during construction (following early works). 

• Prepare monthly E&S performance reports, advising HEC of any 
non-conformances and required corrective actions. 

• Audit HEC compliance with the DBMP. 

PO E&S  

Monitoring team 

(with  

Lenders Technical 

Advisor, LTA) 

The E&S Monitoring team from PO will monitor that HEC and THL: 

• Comply with all of the requirements, guidelines, procedures, 
timetables and other specifications set forth in the QMP at all 
times; 

• Obtain, maintain and ensure compliance with all applicable laws, 
regulations, permits, licences and consents. 
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3 RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT 

A risk assessment was conducted to identify the project activities which might present 

a hazard or risk relating to extraction of quarry material and aggregates and assess the 

potential impacts which may arise.  A range of mitigation measures and management 

approaches were then identified, to achieve a reduction in the initial perceived risk. 

The objective in implementing these measures and approaches is to reduce the level 

of residual risk to a lower (and acceptable) level.  

The following tasks were undertaken to analyse and evaluate risks and identify 

potential impacts: 

• Identify all activities and sub-activities associated with construction of the Project; 

• Assess the likely impact of the activity on the environment, safety and security of 

workers and the public, and social/cultural aspects of the Project setting; 

• Determine the possible consequences if each impact were to occur; 

• Assess the likelihood of each impact occurring in the absence of any controls; 

• Consider the severity of impact/s;  

• Determine a risk level based on a 5 X 5 risk assessment matrix. 

• Document current and future mitigation measures that need to be implemented to 

bring the level of risk down to an acceptable level (including consideration of the 

findings of the Environmental and Social Impact Assessments (ESIAs) dated August 

2017 and July 2019); and 

• Re-evaluate to determine the residual risks once the mitigation measures have 

been implemented. 

HEC and THL applied a modified version of the Risk Ranking Table from the IFC EHS 
Guidelines (Table 2.1.1) to assess the environmental, health and safety, security and 
social risks which could be encountered due to construction activities. The matrix 
applied is presented in Table 3-1 below.  

The initial risks identified for each activity; associated impacts, and residual risks (after 
implementation of mitigation measures) have been captured in a ‘live’ risk register, 
which is maintained on ProjectSpace, the online document management system 
administered by HEC for the Project. The activities, risks and impacts presented in 
ESMPs are consistent with those listed in the register. The register will be used by HEC, 
THL and the OE as a tool to monitor the effectiveness of mitigation measures in 
reducing risk across the Project and will be regularly reviewed and updated as the 
Project progresses.  
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Table 3-1  5 x 5 Risk Matrix 

Mitigation measures were selected to achieve the following: 

Likelihood Consequences 

 Insignificant 

Negligible 

impacts to a 

minimal area of 

low 

environmental 

or social 

significance, 

managed by 

internal control 

procedures 

Minor 

Minor or 

minimal 

short-term 

impacts to the 

environment 

and social 

areas 

Moderate 

Significant 

impacts to the 

wider 

environment 

or social 

areas, where 

short-term 

restoration 

works are 

needed 

Major 

Major, 

persistent 

and/or 

extensive 

impacts to the 

environment 

or social areas 

where longer 

term 

remediation is 

required (> 6 

months) 

Catastrophic 

Catastrophic and 

irreversible 

environmental 

damage to social 

areas or 

environment 

A. Almost 

certain 

Very high 

likelihood the risk 

will occur (>75%) 

Moderate High Extreme Extreme Extreme 

B. Likely 

High likelihood the 

risk will occur (51 - 

75%) 

Moderate High High Extreme Extreme 

C. Possible 

Medium likelihood 

the risk will occur 

(21 - 50%) 

Low Moderate High High Extreme 

D. Unlikely 

Low likelihood the 

risk will occur (5 - 

20%) 

Low Moderate Moderate High High 

E. Rare 

Very low likelihood 

the risk will occur 

(<5%) 

Low Low Low Moderate Moderate 
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• In the cases where risk level was assessed as a Moderate or High – reduce risk 

to Low; 

• In the cases where risk level was assessed as Low – ensure risk level does not 

increase; and 

• In the cases where risk level was assessed as Extreme – modify the project to 

avoid critical risk activities. 

The impacts associated with construction of the Project, and particularly in relation to 

the scope of this Plan, are included in Table 3-2, along with assigned mitigation 

measures / management approaches. The table also outlines the monitoring actions 

that will be applied to continually evaluate the effectiveness of these measures and 

approaches for the duration of construction.  

3.1 OVERALL MANAGEMENT APPROACH FOR EXTRACTIVE ACTIVITIES 

Table 3-2 provides a range of measures which will be used to minimise the risks 
associated with aggregate extraction during Project construction. HEC will draw on 
these measures to develop a tailored approach to mitigation of impacts within every 
site-specific AEP developed and appended to this QMP. Some general principles and 
approaches, described in this section, will also be applied. 

HEC will try to minimise the impact of construction material extraction from the 
riverbed on the environment and people by siting them in lower impact areas 
wherever possible. Also, HEC will avoid locating extraction areas on forested or 
productive land. 

Major extraction issues that shall be investigated further by HEC, in consultation with 
THL, during detailed project design shall include: 

• Extractive material requirements for project construction – material types and 
volumes. 

• The suitability of rock aggregate extracted from the headrace tunnel and any 
other project excavation, and estimation of the volume of this suitable material. 

• Extraction site options – review the suitability of the selected riverbed extraction 
sites, as well as other alternative extraction sites, taking into consideration 
operational issues and environmental and social impacts such as:  

• slope stability,  

• isolation from regular flooding accessibility; and  

• location 

• Any government permits and/or landholder / community permission required, 
and agreed final site land use (as per Table 1-2 above). 
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Riverbed areas shall be located and extracted from so as not to destabilise the riverbed 
and banks. 

In accordance with the requirements described in Section 1.4.1, an Aggregate 
Extraction Plan will be prepared by HEC (in consultation with any affected stakeholders 
and/or subcontractors) for each extraction site. The plan provides details on the site 
area, types and volumes of material/s to be extracted, types and volumes of residual 
material generated (overburden, topsoil, etc) and its management, sequencing and 
period of extraction, extraction method/s, transport, site-specific environmental 
controls, the final landform, and any government permits and community / landholder 
permission required and obtained/to be obtained. It also describes community safety 
measures (particularly important for riverbed extraction) and stabilization / 
revegetation measures (unless the riverbed is to remain open for future extraction). 
The plan shall be approved by THL prior to the commencement of site preparation and 
extraction at each site. 

The plan also illustrates (at scale) the layout of the riverbed extraction area, including 
machinery and truck access points, drainage, erosion and sediment controls (including 
temporary and permanent), staged working face/area over time, stockpiles, and final 
landform (contours, drainage, riverbed face profile and benching). The final riverbed 
face shall be designed to achieve a stable landform based on the geology of the site. 
The plan shall also illustrate the progressive and final landform levels in plain view and 
cross-sections. 

A Pre-Extraction Checklist (Annex A) shall be completed by HEC for each extraction site 
prior to site extraction activities. The Checklist shall indicate the nominated HEC site 
manager, the Contractor’s manager, and pre-extraction control measures that have 
been installed or shall be installed soon after extraction commences. Each Checklist 
shall be reviewed by THL. 

The mitigation / management procedures noted in this section provides the approach 
to managing the potential aggregate extraction impacts during construction. HEC is 
committed to implementing the identified mitigation / management procedures in 
order to not cause exceedance of the applicable standards, and to avoid impacts on 
the local community and the environment.  

The mitigation / management measures that are relevant to HEC onsite activities are 
shown in Error! Reference source not found.. 

The mitigation / management procedures were identified within the ESIA as being 
appropriate for the environmental impacts resulting from the anticipated construction 
activities, including aggregate extraction. Should extraction impacts arise from site 
activities, following the implementation of the procedures noted in Error! Reference 
source not found., HEC will review the need for additional measures to be taken and 
update this QMP accordingly. 
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It is also important to consider the Ministry of Infrastructure Development’s 
Safeguards Procedures Manual1, which contain guidelines for aggregate extraction and 
extraction management and is considered a good international industry practise (GIIP).  

Operation of a new borrowing area, on land, in the Tina River, or in an existing area, 
shall be subject to approval by the HEC Construction Manager, and operation will be 
ceased if so instructed. Stockpiles, Quarries and borrow pits will be prohibited where 
they might interfere with the natural or designed drainage patterns. River locations 
will be prohibited if they might undermine or damage the riverbanks, carry too much 
fine material downstream, or impact fish spawning areas. Rock or gravel taken from 
downstream the dam in the Tina River will be limited to the depth equal to one-tenth 
of the width of the river at any one location. 

 

 
1 https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/46499-002-spmab.pdf. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/46499-002-spmab.pdf
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Table 3-2 Mitigation / Management and Monitoring Procedures 

# 
Project Activity/Impact 

Management Monitoring & Reporting 

Mitigation Measure Responsibility / Timing Monitoring & Reporting Activity Responsibility / Timing 

1. Appropriate permits and/or permissions are 

not obtained in advance of extraction 

• BMP to be approved by Division of Mines and Minerals (DMM) prior to 
extraction of materials. Any other permits (as identified in Section 14.1 
of this plan) should also be obtained prior to starting any extraction 
activities. 

• Each extraction site boundary, access point/s, and environmental 
controls such as drains and sediment basins shall be surveyed and clearly 
pegged / marked by HEC or its nominated contractor prior to the 
commencement of related extraction. 

• Each extraction site and crushing plant facility shall be inspected by THL 
prior to use, with a Notice to Proceed issued if the site or facility is set 
up. 

• All required extraction site preparation activities shall be completed 
prior to the commencement of extraction to ensure that the site is fully 
prepared prior to use, including environmental controls. 

• All staff involved in material extraction shall be walked through the 
pegged sites and instructed on strict adherence to material extraction 
requirements at the site. 

• Community safety measures shall be incorporated as required to 
prevent site access when in use, as well as related traffic safety to and 
from the site, extraction safety during operation and following 
decommissioning (e.g. fencing around the cut face). 

• Any communities potentially affected by the extraction activity will be 
identified and involved in assessment of options/preparation of 
permitting applications. HEC will work alongside communities, THL and 
the PO in accordance with the Stakeholder Engagement and 
Communications Plan (SECP) and the Land Acquisition and Livelihoods 
Restoration Plan (LALRP) for the Project.  

• HEC Construction and HSE Team to survey 
extraction site and conduct site preparation 
including vegetation clearance and community 
safety measures / pre-construction 

• THL to inspect extraction site and crushing plant 
/ Prior to use 

• Daily visual monitoring 

• Weekly joint site inspections 

• Provide Map of pre-extraction site indicating 
site boundary and environmental controls  

• Record of all staff site induction training 

• Monthly reporting  

 

• HEC E&S Supervisor 
• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE Manager, 

THL and Subcontractor 

2 Influx of workers from outside the Project area, 

elsewhere in Solomon Islands, and overseas 

• All measures and mitigations identified in Labour Influx Management 
Plan and Communicable Diseases Management Plan, Health and Safety 
Plan to be implemented 

HEC • Monitoring conducted as specified in  Labour 

Influx Management Plan and Communicable 

Diseases Management Plan, Health and Safety 

Plan 

• HEC E&S Supervisor 
• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE Manager, 

THL and Subcontractor 

3. Construction of access road - erosion of soil 

from excavation, sediment-laden run-off, 

vibration 

• Extraction activities in alluvial area shall be undertaken in a controlled 
manner to prevent river suspended sediment levels being raised, and to 
prevent safety hazards. 

• Material stockpiling shall occur on designated stockpile sites, outside the 
normal flood zone (1:2 year flood) of the Tina River or at least 20 m from 
a watercourse, except for temporary stockpiling that may be permitted 
adjacent to a river extraction site during the dry season. 

• Settling basins shall be adequately sized to settle out suspended material 
over a short period. 

• Settling basins shall be isolated from local overland runoff, only subject 
to direct rainfall, adequately sized to settle out fine soil particles over a 
short period, and structurally sound, capable of withstanding saturation 
and normal rainfall events. 

• The use of non-contaminating flocculants shall be considered where 
basin settling is inadequate to treat the volume of residue generated. 

HEC Construction Team to conduct extraction, 
stockpiling, and transport in accordance with 
prepare plan / pre-construction 

 

• Monitor Location of stockpiles to waterways and 
road 

• Monitor Water quality and test for suspended 
sediments using portable monitor and 
laboratory tests 

• Monitor Size of sediment settling basins  

• Monitor the amount of settled sediment in 
sediment ponds that are disposed at spoil 
disposal area 

• Monitor quantity of non-contaminating 
flocculants used in treating water 

• Monitor dust and particulate matter using 
portable air quality monitor 

• Report monthly  
 

 

• HEC E&S Supervisor 

• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE Manager, 
THL and Subcontractor 
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# 
Project Activity/Impact 

Management Monitoring & Reporting 

Mitigation Measure Responsibility / Timing Monitoring & Reporting Activity Responsibility / Timing 

Flocculants shall only be used with the approval of, and as directed by, 
THL. 

• Settled sediment within each basin shall be removed and disposed in the 
spoil disposal area when 60% of basin capacity is reached. 

• A safety fence and signage shall be erected around the top side of each 
extraction face and around settling basins settling basins to prevent 
unauthorized access. 

• Overflow water to be released from the site shall be monitored to 
ensure that it is of acceptable quality prior to release. 

4 
Gravel extraction - noise generated by 

excavation equipment and crushing plant, 

and/or blasting. The main noise sources are 

associated with drilling, breaking, crushing and 

handling–moving, screening, and transport. In 

dimension stone quarrying, flame-jet cutting is 

a specific noise source, if adopted. 

• A map showing the extent of the area to be developed at Detailed 
Design as per requirements of Noise and Vibration Management Plan 
(site-specific plan to be developed and approved) 

• A method statement defining the proposed working methods will be 
developed and approved by HEC. 

• Investigate and assess the suitability of the identified extraction sites 
before commencing work. 

HEC • Update map tracking cleared areas 

• Presence of fauna feeding and nesting sites  

• Size of cleared area 
• Establishment and maintenance of buffer zones 

• Weekly visual inspection report on 
implementation of mitigation measure 

 
 

 

• HEC E&S and HSE Team to monitor and report 
on pre-construction completion of plans, and 
construction phase implementation 

• HEC E&S Supervisor 

• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE Manager, 
THL and Subcontractor 

•  

5. Vibrations - most significant vibration 

emissions are usually associated with blasting 

activities, whereas minor emissions are 

commonly 

associated with use of rock hammers. 

• A map showing the extent of the area to be developed at Detailed 
Design as per requirements of Noise and Vibration Management Plan 
and Blasting Management Plan (site-specific plan to be developed and 
approved) 

• A method statement defining the proposed working methods will be 
developed and approved by HEC. 

• Investigate and assess the suitability of the identified extraction sites 
before commencing work. 

• All mitigation and management controls identified in  Noise and 
Vibration Management Plan and Blasting Management Plan to be 
implemented 

HEC • As per requirements of  Noise and Vibration 
Management Plan and Blasting Management 
Plan 

• Establishment and maintenance of buffer zones 

• Weekly visual inspection report on 
implementation of mitigation measures 

• HEC E&S and HSE Team to monitor and report 
on pre-construction completion of plans, and 
construction phase implementation 

• HEC E&S Supervisor 

• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE Manager, 
THL and Subcontractor 

• RSIPF as required 

6. Borrow pits and quarries • Details of measures to be taken to minimise the borrow pit areas and 
their visual impact on the surrounding area will be included in the next 
revision of the plan once Detailed Design completed; 

• Details of the measures to be taken for the long-term rehabilitation of 
the borrow pit areas to avoid situations that could constitute a threat to 
health and safety and cause environmental pollution will be developed 
and implemented. 

• Identify and demarcate locations for borrow pits, ensuring that they are 
50 metres away from critical areas such as steep slopes, erosion-prone 
soils, and areas that drain directly into sensitive water bodies. 

• Borrow pits will not be located close to roads. 

• Locate quarries, and borrow pits so as to avoid sensitive areas such as 
such as water sources of local communities 

• Locate quarries and borrow pits in non-productive land to the maximum 
extent possible and avoid areas used for agricultural activities by the 
local communities. 

• Limit extraction of material to approved quantity and demarcated 
borrow pits area. 

• If necessary, stockpile topsoil when first opening the borrow pit. After all 
usable borrow has been removed, the previously stockpiled topsoil will 
be spread back over the borrow area and graded to a smooth, uniform 

• HEC Construction Team to prepare plan / pre-
construction 

• HEC to implement construction phase 

• Monitor extraction method and design,  

• Monitor extraction located and proximity to 
sensitive areas 

• Monitor extraction site rehabilitation 

• Monitor Records and number of public 
complaints 

• Report monthly 

•  

• HEC E&S and HSE Team to monitor and report 
on pre-construction completion of plans, and 
construction phase implementation. Weekly 
monitoring  

• HEC E&S Supervisor 

• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE 
Manager, THL and Subcontractor 
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surface, sloped to drain. On steep slopes, benches or terraces will be 
used to help control erosion. 

• Ensure that all borrow pits used are left in a trim and tidy condition with 
stable side slopes, re-establishment of vegetation, restoration of natural 
water courses, and avoidance of flooding of the excavated areas 
wherever possible so no stagnant water bodies are created which could 
breed mosquitoes. 

• When the borrow pits or the local depressions created by the 
construction activities cannot be refilled or reasonably drained, consult 
with the local community to determine their preference for reuse such 
as fish farming or other community purposes. 

• Locate borrow pits in practical areas that allows for the pit to be flooded 

• Ensure all required permits for extraction method is obtained, if 
necessary. 

• Limits to volume of material extracted from any one source will be set in 
light of the ability of the source to re-generate and likely environmental 
impact as a result of the extraction. 

• Access to extraction sites will be negotiated with land owners and users, 
in the event that an access is purpose built, should the owner not want 
to keep the access, HEC will be responsible for reinstating the land to its 
pre-project condition; 

• A number of sites for extraction are preferred over a large volume being 
taken from one location; 

• In respect of maximum volumes to be removed from any one source, 
extraction will be managed in accordance with the Safeguard Procedures 
Manual developed by SIG2 guidelines; 

• Any extraction sites and borrow areas close to roads will be located at 
least 15 m outside the right-of-way of roads; 

• Site and pit restoration will follow the completion of works in full 
compliance with all applicable standards and specifications or inundated 
after filling of reservoir; 

• For extraction of river gravels, use machinery such as excavator or 
backhoe. Dredging or similar operations for the winning of construction 
material will not be permitted; 

• Additional extraction sites and/or borrow pits will not be opened 
without the full restoration of those areas no longer in use unless 
inundated after reservoir filling 

• Stabilize and revegetate excess overburden. Wherever appropriate, 
organic debris and overburden will be spread over the disturbed site to 
promote revegetation. Natural vegetation is preferred to the extent 
practicable. 

7. Use, storage and disposal of hazardous 

substances 

• Prepare specific plan as per Hazardous Substances Management Plan 

• Identify and demarcate locations for hazardous materials storage, 
ensuring that they are 50 metres away from critical areas such as steep 
slopes, erosion-prone soils, and areas that drain directly into sensitive 
water bodies. 

• Implement all measures identified in Hazardous Substances 
Management Plan 

HEC • As per specifications of Hazardous Substances 
Management Plan 

 

• HEC E&S Supervisor 

• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE 
Manager, THL and Subcontractor 

 

 
2 Safeguard Procedure Manual, Solomon Islands Government, Ministry of Infrastructure Development https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/46499-002-spmab.pdf  

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/46499-002-spmab.pdf
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8. Management of stockpiles • Identify and demarcate locations for stockpiles, ensuring that they are 
50 metres away from critical areas such as steep slopes, erosion-prone 
soils, and areas that drain directly into sensitive water bodies. 

• Locate stockpiles so as to avoid sensitive areas such as water sources of 
local communities. 

• Locate stockpiles on non-productive land to the maximum extent 
possible as approved by HEC, and avoid areas used for agricultural 
activities by the local communities 

• Reinstate areas affected by stockpiling according to the measures 
presented in the Post-construction Rehabilitation and Revegetation Plan 
(PCRRP; C4) and the Soil and Topsoil Management Plan (STMP;  C9) 

• Topsoil to be stored within a soil stockpile area 

• Topsoil storage will be done away from all water bodies on a flat terrain, 
and close to work areas 

• Stockpiles will be either compacted and covered with geo-fabric tarps to 
avoid unwanted prolific plant or seeded with indigenous herbaceous 
plant species to maintain the organic content of piles 

• If the supply of native plants to vegetate piles is limited then stockpiles 
will be covered stockpiles slopes will not exceed a horizontal to vertical 
ratio of 5H:1V, and will be surrounded by sediment control structures, 
such as deeply anchored sediment fences, ditches, or berms around the 
stockpiles. 

• In addition, stockpiles and all disturbed areas, including those adjacent 
to road alignments, will be drained to enable sediment control 
structures, such as settling ponds, to prevent sediment laden runoff 
flowing into water bodies 

• Stockpiles of topsoil will be maintained at a pH of greater than pH5.5 

• HEC Construction Team to prepare plan / pre-
construction 

• HEC to implement construction phase 

• Monitor stockpile location 

• Stockpiles compacted and covered with geo-
fabrics 

• Stockpile height 

• Monitor Stockpiles revegetated with native 
vegetation   

• Monitor Drainage system and Sediment 
traps/ponds 

• Report Monthly 

 

• HEC E&S and HSE Team to monitor and report 
on pre-construction completion of plans, and 
construction phase implementation 

Monthly monitoring 

9. 

 

Gravel extraction interferes with flows, 

dewatering,  water discharge 

• Water quality monitoring to be undertaken, including baseline 
monitoring before works commence. Water quality monitoring will be 
incorporated into the water quality monitoring plan and suspended 
sediment monitoring plan; 

• Fuels, lubricants, coolants, waste oil and chemicals must be stored in an 
approved manner such as in drums or surface tanks with impervious 
bunds to contain spillage and located away from operating areas, natural 
or engineered drainage pathways, waterways and areas prone to 
flooding 

• Fish and invertebrate monitoring to be undertaken, including baseline 
monitoring, as per the Fish, Algae and Macro-invertebrate Monitoring 
Plan (FAMMP - M-3) ; 

• Minimise total disturbed area at any one time to reduce erosion 
potential and transfer of suspended solids to adjacent surface waters ; 
and 

• Minimise areas exposed to vegetation removal (if any), and rehabilitate 
each disturbed area immediately after use. 

• Establish a buffer zone either side of river banks to maintain their 
integrity. Gravel will not be extracted from or below banks (so that the 
channel is not undermined).  

• Protect vulnerable banks from erosion (using planting, geotextile, 

gabion baskets or other forms of protection as appropriate).  

HEC Construction Team to prepare plan / pre-
construction 

HEC to implement construction phase 

• Monitor proper storage method of hydrocarbons  

• Monitor fuel storage location and its proximity to 
waterways  

• Monitor Emergency spill response plan is set up 
and all workers informed 

• Make sure Spills cleaned and area rehabilitated 

• Water quality is tested for by measuring 
turbidity, suspended sediments, pH, DO. 

• Monitor Workers PPE at work site 
• Monitor installation of drainage and sediment 

ponds  

• Bi-annual monitoring abundance of Fish and 
macro invertebrate  

• Monitor and Minimise extraction to marked 
riverbed area 

• Report monthly 

• HEC E&S Team to monitor and report on 
pre-construction completion of plans, and 
construction phase implementation. Weekly 
monitoring  

• HEC E&S Supervisor 

• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE 
Manager, THL and Subcontractor 
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10. Generation of air emissions - particulate matter • Implement all dust control measures 

• Ensure trucks and industrial machinery are in proper working condition 

to minimise avoidable exhaust fumes 

HEC Construction Team to prepare plan / pre-
construction 

HEC to implement construction phase 

• Monitor Air quality by measuring Dust and 
particulate matter using portable air quality 
monitor 

• Report monthly  
 

 

• HEC E&S Supervisor 

• HEC Construction Manager, HEC HSE 
Manager, THL and Subcontractor 
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3.2 MONITORING 

Various monitoring plans have been developed to track the effectiveness of the 
extraction mitigation measures as detailed in Table 3-2, as well as the implementation 
of other ESMPs during construction works. Details of HEC’s emission/discharge 
monitoring plan are provided in the following plans: 

• Suspended Sediment Monitoring Plan (M1); 

• Water Quality Monitoring Plan (M2); 

• Fish, Algae, and Macro-Invertebrate Monitoring Plan (M3); 

• Flora and Fauna Monitoring Plan (M5); 

• Construction Works Monitoring Plan (M6); and 

• Air Quality and Noise Monitoring Plan (M7); 

HEC will request additional monitoring if the monitoring program records exceedances 
of the standards. 

Should the monitoring program note any non-compliances with the QMP, corrective 
action will be taken to ensure the relevant activity returns to compliance in a timely 
manner and that any corrective action is appropriate and effective. Any corrective 
actions undertaken must be recorded on the daily report against the relevant activity. 
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4 REPORTING AND AUDITING 

4.1 REPORTING 

The QMP establishes an internal and external reporting structure summarised in Table 

4-1. 

Internally, the reporting hierarchy proceeds as follows: Subcontractor, HEC 

Construction Manager, HEC Project Manager. Externally, HEC reports directly to THL 

who in turn reports to PO, Lenders and relevant authorities. HEC’s regular construction 

reports (e.g. weekly, monthly) are also reviewed by the OE.  

The subcontractor is responsible for reporting to the Construction Manager regarding 

opening of quarries or borrow pits, creation of stockpiles, transport of aggregates and 

disposal of waste material. Subcontractor is also required to report its HSE 

performance. 

Table 4-1  Reporting structure for the QMP 

Preparation Review Content Frequency 

Internal    

Subcontractor HEC 
Construction 
Manager 

• Design specifications of quarries or 
borrow pits 

Daily 

Subcontractor HEC 
Construction 
Manager 

• Authorisation for locations of 
riverbed 

Before the 
extraction 

Subcontractor HEC 
Construction 
Manager 

• Progress in work construction 

• HSE Performance Report 

Weekly 

HEC 
Construction 
Manager 

HEC Project  
Manager 

• Results of visual inspection of 
quarries and borrow pits regarding 
the implementation of mitigation 
measures 

• Inventory and statistics regarding 
aggregates movement: 

• Quantity extracted, 

• Quantity transported and used, 

• Quantity disposed of. 

Weekly 

External    

HEC 
Construction 
Manager 

THL • Results of visual inspection for 
implementation of mitigation 
measures 

Monthly 
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4.2 AUDITING 

HEC will be subject to internal and external audits. The internal audit will be conducted 

by the HEC Headquarters to the onsite team according to HEC’s corporate internal HSE 

Audit Procedure (HEC-AH-H04-H13). The internal examinations performed by the 

onsite staff are referred as inspections. External audits will be conducted by the E&S 

Manager from THL, E&S Safeguards Manager from the PO, and the Owner’s Engineer 

(OE). 

The detailed structure and content of auditing process is presented in the Construction 

Environmental and Social Management Plan (CESMP; P1). The below Error! Reference 

source not found. presents a summary of the process. 

Table 4-2  Summary of auditing process 

Auditor Auditee Frequency 

THL E&S Manager HEC Every three months 

HEC Headquarter HSE Team HEC on-site team Every six months 

HEC HSE and Construction 

Manager 

Subcontractor Every three months 

HEC HSE team (with THL) On-site workers Every week 

PO E&S Monitoring team (with 

LTA) 

HEC Every three months  

OE – Stantec New Zealand HEC Every six months 

External and internal auditors will notify relevant Project Site staff about upcoming 

audit events, via written notice. This will provide a mechanism to communicate the 

schedule, activities and objectives of the audits. If urgent, the Project Site may be 

notified via phone or fax. 

The audit process involves reviewing onsite activities to assess compliance with the 

ESMPs. The auditor will review all records of previous audits and evaluate historic 

compliance and the use of appropriate corrective actions. 
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Findings from the audit will be summarised in an audit report. A copy of the resulting 

audit report is to be made available upon request for reference and, where necessary, 

implementation of any identified corrective actions. 

The Key Performance Indicators to be considered when auditing this management plan 

are: 

• Number of incompliances recorded; 

• Number of incompliances resolved; 

• Quantity of aggregates extracted; 

• Quantity of aggregates transported and used; and, 

• Quantity of aggregates disposed of. 
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ANNEX A – PRE-EXTRACTION CHECKLIST  
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ANNEX B – AGGREGATE EXTRACTION PLAN – TEMPORARY ACCESS ROAD  
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ANNEX C– MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT SOLOMON ISLANDS 

GOVERNMENT SOURCING OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL GUIDELINE  
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ANNEX D– SPECIFICATION OF SSS MOBILE CRUSHER  
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